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Almond is a big deal in Quasano-Toritto
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ALMOND FARM: WHERE NATURE
BECOMES EXPERIENCE AND WELLBEING.
BY IN GIRO CON ANGELA
"Fattoria della Mandorla" is the name of this incredible place, it is
an almond farm. You guessed it! Almond is the base and the
starting point for everything this group does in the countryside few
miles from Bari.
Almonds of Puglia are certainly among the best in Italy and in the
world. They are distinguished by very important sweetness and
nutritional properties. The almond grown in the small town of
Toritto, is certainly the most precious because it is particularly
buttery and excellent for almond pastries.
The harvest of the Toritto almond is only the final moment of a
process that in reality never has either a beginning or an end. In
the almond groves the work is circular: in October they start with
the ancient art of pruning plants, in winter the trees will bloom and
immediately afterwards they will be filled with leaves and small
almonds. The harvest will then begin in September. At that point,
the Apulian almond gets spread out in the sun to dry, filling almost
all the pavements of Toritto. In the historic center, the sidewalks
are very wide and were built precisely to put the Toritto almond in
the sun.
Those dried seeds will then be used for various preparations,
including the line of vegetable cheeses from Fattoria della
Mandorla, unique products in the world. Collecting the Apulian
almond is an ancient tradition, a story of passion and dedication
that the Apulian farmers have passed down from father to son.
Starting 2022, the farm also aims to host tourists from all over the
world to live a unique and engaging holistic experience.
Everything will be part of the Mandorland project in which the farm
strongly believes and it will combine good food, trekking, health,
naturalistic beauties and top-level hospitality. We will be waiting
for you at the farm.
Curious what your next vacation could look like? Give us some of your
preferences and we will put together a proposed itinerary. CLICK HERE
THIS ACTIVITY IS ONE OF THE MANY YOU CAN
EXPERIENCE ON YOUR NEXT VACATION IN PUGLIA. A
VACATION TAILOR MADE TO YOUR PREFERENCES
BECAUSE
WE
KNOW
EVERYONE'S
DEFINITION
OF
VACATION IS DIFFERENT
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CASTEL DEL MONTE:
the fortress of mysteries
BY BEEYOND TRAVEL
A masterpiece of medieval military architecture, Castel del
Monte looks like an imposing and suggestive stone crown
resting on top of a high hill.
This ancient fortress was included in the list of Italian
national monuments in 1936 and, since 1996, has been a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
It is one of the most fascinating castles in Puglia. It is
located on a hill in the western Murgia chain, 540 meters
above sea level, and, from there, it dominates the
surrounding region.
Known as the "fortress of mysteries", it is located in today's
hamlet of the same name in the municipality of Andria, 17
km from the city, near the town of Santa Maria del Monte.
Castel del Monte has an exceptional universal value for the
perfection of its forms, the harmony and the fusion of
cultural elements from Northern Europe, the Arab world and
classical antiquity.

Unfortunately the exact function of the imposing building is still
unknown today. There are those who claim it was a temple
erected to celebrate tolerance and purification, beyond the
differences between religions, or a gigantic "stone book", where
you can find mathematical theories and celestial laws.

According to a recent study, it would have been a place to purify
and regenerate the spirit, mind and body, in the Arab hammam
style.
The hypothesis would be supported by various elements, such
as the presence of multiple and ingenious systems of
canalization and water collection, the numerous storage tanks,
the presence of the oldest bathrooms in history, but also the
particular conformation of the whole complex and the same
octagonal shape.
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Castel del Monte | architectural details

WISDOM SAILS WITH WIND AND TIME.
― JOHN FLORIO
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PRIVATE TRANSFERS - STRESS FREE VACATIONS
BY BEEYOND TRAVEL
Let's discuss another key component of the trip
planning process: the transfers!
You probably would not even think about that if you
are planning to visit the National Parks in the US, but
you certainly would if your trip involves little Italian
towns where often streets are too narrow for cars or if
you find yourself in the historic center when it's closed
to cars, or if you happen to find yourself driving and
the weekly local market causes streets closure.
The above mentioned scenarios can add lots of stress
to your vacation but even worse, sometimes it can
ruin your vacation for getting lost or stuck while you
are on your way to your next departure point or while
getting to the airport to catch a flight...well, it has
happened in the past.

GOING LOCAL ALL THE WAY
Our tight ties with the people allow us to maintain
strategic partnerships with local transportation
companies.
From the professional airport van transfer, to the
stylish visit in Maserati or the bus for the group; you
can rest assured we got you covered.
The comfort and safety of the vehicles are very
important to us, just as the professional licensed
drivers and the companies behind them.
Our type of drivers don't just take you from point A to
point B, they make their mission to chauffeur you
around making sure yours is not just a trip but a
journey filled with all the good insights and memories
only a local can provide.

Ready to put us to the test? Fill out
our "Get in touch" form and provide us
info for a fast and free quote.
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TRAVEL NEWS
OUTBOUND TRAVEL TO ITALY
The Covid situation in Italy continues to improve.
At time of writing 82.35% of the population over 12 is fully vaccinated. This incredible
percentage has allowed Italy to gradually reopen and reclaim "La Dolce Vita"
Italy colored in White
Due to Covid, Italy has been divided in colors (Red, Orange, Yellow and White) so based on
the number of Covid cases, intensive care admissions and number of deceased, each region
was assigned a color. Red was the strictest of the zones meaning curfews and many other
restrictive measures to limit the spread of Covid.
So, clearly, being classified as White means a lot because many restrictions are no longer in
place. First, the curfew which in this risk range it disappears completely. Being in the white
zone, means also freedom to visit friends and relatives without time limits or people.
As for restaurants, table consumption is allowed indoors with a maximum of 6 people per
table (except cohabitants); outdoors there is no limit of people at the table.
Green light also to indoor swimming pools, spas and wellness centers, theme parks and
game rooms. Travel between regions is also allowed.
Outlook
Travel has resumed strong and beside certain tests and documents required by Italy and
United States when traveling, we finally feel that much needed level of serenity to plan the
next trip.
We have been much busier and that trend continues to increase so we expect a complete
shift in the availability and rates. Until now, we have been in a "traveler market" but we
already perceive the change into "airlines-providers market" where lots of the flexibility as
far as free cancellations get slowly removed and rates keep increasing.
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almonds lover?
La Mandorla di Toritto (Toritto almond), a treasure chest that holds the
secret to a healthy life, is offered in a traditional and, at the same time,
renewed guise. It is impossible not to appreciate the "Almond Heart" from
Fattoria della Mandorla for the excellent quality of the raw materials, of
which every scent is enhanced. The total lack of additives and preservatives
in the recipes brings their desserts back to the naturalness and genuineness
of the past.

what's your taste?
LET US HELP YOU DISCOVER IT

